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Abstract

We have investigated the blood levels of sub-classes of stem cells (SCs) [mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), haematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs), endothelial progenitor cells/circulating endothelial cells (EPCs/CECs) and tissue-committed stem cells (TCSCs)] in heart failure
(HF) patients at different stage of pathology and correlated it with plasmatic levels of proangiogenic cytokines. Peripheral blood level of
SCs were analysed in 97 HF patients (24 in NYHA class I, 41 in class II, 17 in class III and 15 in class IV) and in 23 healthy controls.
Plasmatic levels of PDGF-BB, bFGF, HGF, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), SDF-1�, TNF-� and NTproBNP were also measured.
Compared with healthy individuals, MSC, and in particular the sub-classes CD45�CD34�CD90�, CD45�CD34�CD105� and
CD45�CD34�CXCR4� were significantly enhanced in NYHA class IV patients (16.8-, 6.4- and 2.7-fold, respectively). Level of
CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4�cells progressively increased from class II to class IV (fold increases compared with controls: 8.5, 12 and
21.5, respectively). A significant involvement of CXCR4� subpopulation of HSC (CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4�, 1.4 versus 13.3 cells/�l in
controls and NYHA class III patients, respectively) and TCSC (CD45�CD34�CXCR4�, 1.5 cells/ �l in controls versus 12.4 and 28.6 cells/�l
in NYHA classes II and IV, respectively) were also observed. All tested cytokines were enhanced in HF patients. In particular, for PDGF-BB
and SDF-1� we studied specific ligand/receptors pairs. Interestingly, the first one positively correlated with TCSCs expressing PDGFR 
(r � 0.52, P � 0.001), whereas the second one correlated with TCSCs (r � 0.34, P � 0.005) and with MSCs CD90� expressing CXCR4
(r � 0.39, P � 0.001). HF is characterized by the increase in the circulating levels of different MSC, HSC, EPC and TCSC subsets. Both the
entity and kinetic of this process varied in distinct cell subsets. Specifically, differently from HSCs and EPCs/CECs, MSCs and TCSCs
significantly increased with the progression of the disease, suggesting a possible distinct role of these cells in the pathophysiology of HF.
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Introduction

Transplantation of mononuclear fraction of bone marrow stem
cells (M-BMSCs) capable of multi-lineage differentiation has been
considered to restore function of acutely injured myocardium 
[1, 2]. Some properly randomized clinical trials in post-myocardial

infarction (AMI) patients showed improvement of cardiac function
after infusion of M-BMSCs, whereas others failed to do so [3–9].
All these studies have been conducted in patients with well-pre-
served left ventricular function (ejection fraction ranging from
40% to 50%). It has been argued that these patients need little
more than evidence-based pharmacological therapy, whereas
patients with more severely reduced left ventricular function
and/or chronic heart failure (HF) should benefit more from 
M-BMSCs transplantation.

Data on stem cells in HF are scanty. A progressive decline of
circulating endothelial progenitors cells (EPCs) with increasing
severity of HF has been reported [10].
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However, in addition to EPCs, bone marrow haematopoietic
(HSCs), mesenchymal (MSCs) and the so-called tissue-commit-
ted stem cells (TCSCs) may have the potential to be recruited into
the blood stream and to differentiate in endothelial, cardiac and
skeletal muscle cells, thus facilitating regeneration of new
myocardium. Data on the overall recruitment of these cells in HF
patients are not available, and yet they are crucial to understand
the mechanism of cardiovascular repair.

The aim of this study was to analyse the spontaneous increase
of the blood levels of all these classes of BMSCs in 23 healthy indi-
viduals and in 97 patients affected by different degrees of HF.
Possible candidate cytokines associated with this process were
evaluated by measuring both the CXCR4-SDF-1� and PDGF-BB-
PDGFR axes. The role of TNF-� and of other specific pro-angio-
genetic cytokines [bFGF, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
and HGF] was also determined.

Materials and methods

Patients

Ninety-seven patients (81% males, mean age 68 � 9 years) were consecu-
tively enrolled. The control group consisted of 23 healthy individuals who
were matched as to gender and age (87% males; aged 65 � 2 years) with the
patients. Ethics committee approval was obtained as was the informed con-
sent by both patients and controls, according to the World Medical
Association Declaration of Helsinki. Table 1 shows clinical details of the stud-
ied population. Diagnosis of HF was based on history of HF of at least six
months duration, reduced exercise tolerance, objective left ventricular func-
tional impairment and raised level of NTproBNP above the normal range of
486 pg/ml at entry. Diagnosis of idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy was based
on accepted criteria [11]. HF staging was performed by the New York Heart
Association (NYHA) classification and on the basis of NTproBNP value.

Controls Patients

Variables n � 23
All 

(n � 97)
NYHA I 

(n � 24)
NYHA II 
(n � 41)

NYHA III 
(n � 17)

NYHA IV 
(n � 15)

p1 p2

Age (years) 65.3�2.2 68.3�9.5 64.9�8.4 69.2�9.6 69.5�10.1 69.8�9.9 NS NS

Males (%) 87.0 81.4 95.8 82.9 70.6 66.7 NS NS

WBC (103/ml) 2.3�0.4 2.3�1.0 2.5�1.1 2.3�1.0 2.5�1.2 2.0�0.7 NS NS

LVFE (%) – 33.2�8.3 38.7�4.8 33.2�8.3 32.5�7.4 25.1�7.5 – �0.0001

VO2 peak (ml/kg/min) – 14.2�5.4 17.5�5.3 15.4�3.2 9.8�0.9 7.8�1.0 – �0.0001

NTproBNP (fmol/ml) 3.5�3.9 78.5�93.1 27.9�19.6 65.6�55.8 58.8�40.1 216.8�148.9 �0.0001 �0.0001

Risk factors (%)

Diabetes – 39.0 40.9 25.0 40.0 50.0 – NS

Hypercholesterolaemia – 68.2 81.8 67.5 66.7 37.5 – NS

Smoking habits – 63.5 63.6 62.5 73.3 50.0 – NS

History of hypertension – 57.6 63.6 52.5 73.3 37.5 – NS

CAD familiarity – 43.5 45.5 42.5 46.7 37.5 – NS

Therapy (%)

ACE inhibitors – 68.0 79.2 63.4 76.5 53.5 – NS

ARB – 64.9 54.2 73.2 76.5 46.7 – NS

	-Blockers – 92.8 91.7 97.6 82.4 93.3 – NS

Antialdosterone – 36.1 25.0 41.5 23.5 53.3 – NS

Diuretics – 88.7 75.0 92.7 88.2 100 – NS

Digitalis – 21.7 12.5 14.6 41.2 33.3 – NS

Nitrates – 19.6 16.7 14.6 41.2 13.3 – NS

Calcium antagonists – 10.3 33.3 2.4 5.9 0 – 0.0008

Table 1 Baseline clinical parameters of the study population

p1: patients versus controls; p2: intra NYHA classes analysis; NS: not significative; WBC: white blood cells; LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction;
VO2 peak: peak oxygen consumption; CAD: coronary artery diseases; ACE: angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARB: angiotensin II receptors blockers.
Risk factors were evaluated in 85 of 97 patients.
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Patients were receiving standard evidence-based guided pharmacolog-
ical treatment. Statins have been discontinued in all patients at least 
3 weeks before blood collection. The control group consisted of healthy indi-
viduals without any cardiovascular risk who were receiving no treatment.

Stem cells quantification

Blood samples were systematically collected from patients after statin
washout from an antedecubital vein performed with a 21-gauge needle and
immediately utilized for BMSC assay or duly centrifuged to obtain plasma
to be frozen at �80
 for subsequent cytokines and NTproBNP determina-
tion. Un-fractioned blood samples were incubated with a panel of directly
conjugated monoclonal antibodies (Abs): either FITC- or PERCP-CD45,
either FITC- or PE-CD34 and PE-CD90 (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ,
USA), PE-CD105 (AbD Serotec, Oxford, UK), PE-CD133 (Miltenyi Biotec,
Bergisch Gladbach, Germany), PE-CD144, PE-PDGFR-� and PE-PDGFR-	
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) FITC-CXCR4. Samples
were lysed by FACS Lysing Solution (BD Biosciences) and are acquired by
CyAn (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) or FACScan (BD Biosciences), 400,000
cells/sample were collected.

PDGFR expression was evaluated in 48 patients and 13 controls. Each
experiment included negative controls. For multi-colour staining, single-
colour stained controls were included to create a compensation matrix
(Summit Software, Dako). Analyses were performed utilizing
SummitSoftware (Dako), CellQuest (BD Biosciences) and Flow-Jo (Tree
Star, Ashland, OR, USA).

Analytical gates were used to enumerate total number and subsets of
circulating SCs. Circulating cell concentrations are expressed as number of
cells/�l of blood.

Cytokines analysis

Plasma levels of angiogenic cytokines (VEGF, HGF, bFGF, PDGF-BB) were
analysed performed with a Searchlight human angiogenesis array 2-multi-
plex assay (Tema Ricerca, Bologna, Italy), according to manufacturer’s
instructions. The colorimetric reaction was blocked and sent for reading to
the TEMA Ricerca laboratories, where plates were read with a Search Light
CCD Image and Analysis System. The sensitivity of the assay was 4.9, 3.1,
2 and 1 pg/ml for VEGF, HGF, bFGF and PDGF-BB, respectively. Intra- and
inter-assay coefficients of variations (CVs) were 8% and 6% for VEGF, 2.5%
and 5% for HGF, 6% and 5.5% for bFGF and 7.7% and 3.6% for PDGF-BB.

TNF-� was determined according to manufacturer’s instructions
(EASIA kit Biosource TNF-�-Biosource Europe S.A.) by a solid phase
enzyme amplified sensitivity immunoassay in which the use of a blend of
monoclonal Abs allowed the measurement of the total circulating TNF-�.
The sensitivity of the assay was 3 pg/ml. Intra- and inter-assay coefficients
of variations (CVs) were 5.2% and 9.9%, respectively.

NT-proBNP was evaluated by Nt-proBNP direct ELISA, a sandwich
enzyme immunoassay for the determination of N-terminal fragment of
proBNP in human EDTA plasma or serum. This assay was developed by
DRG Instruments GmbH, Marburg, Germany and distributed by
Technogenetics S.r.l., Milan, Italy. The minimum detection limit was 3
fmol/mL; CV intra-assay (n � 16) and inter-assay (n � 10) from 5% to
8%, and from 7% to 10%, respectively.

To measure circulating levels of SDF-1�, an additional centrifugation
step of the separated plasma at 10,000 � g for 10 min. at 4
C was
performed for complete platelet removal.

SDF-1� quantification was performed by Quantikine Human
CXCL12/SDF-1� based on a quantitative enzyme immunoassay technique.
This assay was developed by R&D Systems Europe and distributed by
Space Import-Export S.r.l., Milan, Italy. The assay sensitivity was 18 pg/ml
considering it as mean of 22 evaluations of minimum detectable dose; the
assay precision revealed by a CV intra-assay (n � 20) � 3.9% and a CV
inter-assay (n � 40) � 13.4%.

Statistical analysis

The groups were compared with respect to demographic characteristics by
ANOVA or Fisher’s exact tests (P � 0.05, two-tailed). The specific classes
of SC were compared among HF groups and healthy individuals with a
multivariate analysis of variance model, performed with SAS GLM
Procedure. Contrast among healthy individual and HF patients and single
HF severity group were also planned in the procedure. Descriptive statis-
tics and graphical analyses were used to summarize data and results as
appropriate to the type of data. All analyses were conducted performed
with SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Patients’ characterization

The characteristics of the studied population, including cardiovascu-
lar risk factors, cardiac functionality parameters and therapy, are
shown in Table 1. Sixty-six patients (68%) had ischaemic aetiology,
whereas 15 (15,5%) satisfied the criteria for idiopathic dilated
cardiomiopathy. The remaining 16 patients had HF because of hyper-
tension (n � 8), valvular disorders (n � 3), myocarditis (n � 2) 
and alcohol abuse (n � 3). All patients were receiving guidelines
pharmacological therapy consisting of ACE inhibitors (68%),
angiotensin II receptors blockers (64.9%), ~

	-blockers (92.8%),
antialdosterone drugs (36,1%), diuretics (88.7%) and digitalis
(21.7%). As expected, this multitherapy regime did vary according to
the severity of HF (NYHA). Patients with ischaemic heart disease also
received antianginal drugs such as nitrates and calcium antagonists.

There were no major differences between groups as for HF
aetiology and the most common cardiovascular risk factors: age,
diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, smoking habits, history of hyper-
tension and coronary diseases familiarity. As expected % LVEF and
VO2 peak significantly decreased and plasma levels of NTproBNP
progressively increased with the deterioration on the NYHA class.

Stem cells analysis

Table 2 summarizes the Abs combination utilized to identify the
different subpopulation of each class of BMSC. Figure 1 shows a
typical example of analytical gates used to count total numbers and
subsets of circulating stem cells. Putative MSCs were identified as
CD45�CD34� cells, expressing either CD90 or CD105 [12]; HSCs
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as CD45� and CD34� cells co-expressing either CD90 or CD105
[13]; EPCs, a very heterogeneous group of cells, were character-
ized as CD45� with or without the surface markers CD133 and
CD144 [14–16]. TCSCs were identified as CD34�CD45� or CD45�

cells co-expressing the CXCR4 receptor [17]. In view of the role of
SDF-1�-CXCR4 interaction in homing, repopulation and recruit-
ment of human stem cells [18], the expression of CXCR4 receptor
was also evaluated in all groups except for the EPCs, because this
was already evaluated in the CD45�CD34� component of the
TCSCs. Because of the role of PDGF-BB in MSC recruitment, we
evaluated the axis PDGF-BB/PDGFR as well [19].

The results obtained for each class of stem cells are reported in
Figures 2 (MSC), 3 (HSC), 4 (EPC/CEC) and 5 (TCSC), respectively.

Figure 2 shows that all subpopulation of MSCs, with exception
of the CD45�CD34� CD105�CXCR4�, are significantly increased
in NYHA class IV patients versus controls. A specific subset of
MSCs, the CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4�, seems to be most
recruited (Fig. 2D), with a clear, significant step-wise progressive
increase as HF deteriorates (P for trend � 0.0001). The number
of circulating MSCs expressing either PDGFR or PDGFR and
CXCR4 resulted to be significantly increased in patients with
respect to controls (Fig. 2F and G).

Conversely, HSCs (Fig. 3), although significantly augmented in
patients with respect to controls, did not show a significant trend

to increase with NYHA class. Emblematically, the fraction charac-
terized as CD45�CD34�CD90� expressing the CXCR4 receptor
(Fig. 3C), peaks in class III patients and returns to control level in
class IV. CD45�CD34�CD105� cells expressing the CXCR4 and
CD45�CD34� cells expressing PDGFR were also increased in
patients (Fig. 3D and E).

Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the EPC fractions. Mean val-
ues in patients were significantly increased versus controls. The
behaviour of TCSCs is reported in Figure 5. Interestingly, the
CD45�CD34�CXCR4� cells, which are committed to myocytes
and endothelium, show a significant trend to increase with the
severity of HF (P � 0.0001), similarly to the MSCs (Fig. 5B).
Conversely, the CD45�CD34�CXCR4� cells (Fig. 5A), which are
committed to form lymphocytes and monocytes, although show-
ing a significant increase in patient with respect to controls, did
not present such a significative progressive raise.

Figure 6 shows the plasma behaviours of all the measured
cytokines. PDGF-BB, TNF-� and SDF-1� (Fig. 6A, E and F) show a
significant progressive increase with the deterioration of HF 
(P � 0.0001, P � 0.0004 and P � 0.0001, respectively). HGF and
bFGF (Fig. 6B and C) are also significantly raised but do not show
a progressive increase. VEGF is significantly elevated in NYHA I,
but not in the more advanced ones (Fig. 6D).

Correlations

Table 3 shows the correlation between cytokine release and
circulating levels of specific SC subsets. In particular, PDGF-BB
positively correlates with peripheral blood level of MSC CD90�

(r � 0.34, P � 0.0001), CD105� (r � 0.3, P � 0.0012) and
CD90�CXCR4� (r � 0.51, P � 0.0001); with TCSC
CD45�CD34�CXCR4� (r � 0.46, P � 0.0001) and with the sub-
fraction of TCSC expressing PDGFR (r � 0.52, P � 0.001).

TNF-� correlates with MSC CD90� (r � 0.52, P � 0.0001),
CD105� (r � 0.26, P � 0.004), CD90�CXCR4� (r � 0.22, P �

0.018), CD105�CXCR4� (r � 0.46, P � 0.0001) and with TCSC
CD45�CD34�CXCR4�PDGFR� (r � 0.59, P � 0.0002).

bFGF positively correlates with the increase of MSC
CD90�CXCR4� (r � 0.33, P � 0.0003), with CD45�CD34�CXCR4�

cells (r � 0.4, P � 0.0001) and with CD45�CD34�PDGFR� cells
(r � 0.51, P � 0.001).

The pro-angiogenic role of HGF and VEGF is confirmed by the
correlation of their cytoplasmic level with the number of circulat-
ing endothelial progenitors cells CD133�CD144� and
CD133�CD144�.

SDF-1� correlates with circulating levels of MSC
CD90�CXCR4� (r � 0.39, P � 0.001), CD45�CD34�CXCR4�

(r � 0.34, P � 0.005), HSC CD90� (r � 0.36, P � 0.003) and all
the considered EPC subsets.

Finally, we evaluated the correlation between circulating BMSC
and NTproBNP. As expected, a statistically significant, positive
correlation exists between the levels of NTproBNP and the sever-
ity of HF (P � 0.0001, P � 0.003, P � 0.0001 for II–IV NYHA
class, respectively).

Table 2 Stem cells classes and antibody combination used to
identify different circulating subsets

Stem cells class Phenotype

Mesenchymal stem cells

A) CD45�CD34�CD90�

B) CD45�CD34�CD105�

C) CD45�CD34�CXCR4�

D) CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4�

E) CD45�CD34�CD105�CXCR4�

F) CD45�CD34�PDGFR�

G) CD45�CD34�CXCR4�PDGFR�

Haematopoietic stem cells

A) CD45�CD34�CD90�

B) CD45�CD34�CD105�

C) CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4�

D) CD45�CD34�CD105�CXCR4�

E) CD45�CD34�PDGFR�

F) CD45�CD34�CXCR4�PDGFR�

Endothelial progenitors/
endothelial cells

A) CD45�CD133�CD144�

B) CD45�CD133�CD144�

C) CD45�CD133� CD144�

Tissue committed stem
cells

A) CD45�CD34�CXCR4�

B) CD45�CD34�CXCR4�

C) CD45�CD34�CXCR4�PDGFR�
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Fig. 1 Gating strategy. Orange box: MSC and HSPC enumeration. Pulse width versus FSC (A), FSC versus SSC (B), and CD45/CD34 (C) dot plots were
utilized to exclude cell doublets, platelets, erythrocytes, dead cells, debris and neutrophilis, restricting the analysis to the lympho-monocyte fraction. On
the basis of the level of expression of CD45 and CD34, we recognized, within the gated blood cells, a CD45�CD34� population and a CD45�CD34� pop-
ulation (D). HSC were recognized within the CD45�CD34� fraction, FL2-CD133�, FL2-CD90� or FL2-CD105� cells (HSC gate, D). MSC were studied
within the CD45/CD34low/neg cells, as either FL2-CD90� or FL2-CD105� (MSC gate, D). Blue box: CD34lowSSC and EPC/EC enumeration. To count
CD34�SSClow cells and EPC/EC, cells were first gated on pulse width versus FSC (E) and FSC versus SSC (F) dot plots. CD34 versus SSC dot plots were
exploited to establish the gate identifying the CD34� fraction characterized by low SSC (G). CD34 versus FL2-CD144 dot plots were utilized to recognize
circulating CD144� EPC/EC and to distinguish, within this class, the subpopulation of cells co-expressing CD144 and CD34 (H). White box: CXCR4� cell
enumeration and characterization. Regarding CXCR4�SCs, we first gated cells on the basis of pulse width versus FSC (I) and FSC versus SSC (J) dot
plots. Samples stained with CD45 and isotype-matched antibodies were then plotted on CD45 versus CXCR4 charts to establish the gates identifying both
the CXCR4�CD45� and the CXCR4�CD45� populations (K). These two latter populations (L) were then analysed separately plotting CXCR4 versus either
FL2-CD105, FL2-CD90 (M and N).
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NTproBNP was also associated with the recruitment of all
subtype of MSCs (CD105�, r � 0.22, P � 0.015; CD90� r � 0.27,
P � 0.003; CXCR4� r � 0.24, P � 0.009; CD90�CXCR4�, 
r � 0.34, P � 0.0001) and TCSC (CD45�CD34�CXCR4�, r � 0.3,
P � 0.001). No correlation was observed between NTproBNP and
HSCs and EPCs.

Discussion

This is a descriptive study on different classes and relative subpop-
ulations of circulating SCs in HF. These data, never reported before in
HF, are important because, according to their marker combination,
circulating SCs are likely to generate a preferential progeny of cardiac
cells. This, in turn, could contribute to the comprehension of the
pathophysiological events associated with the progressive and

irreversible evolution of HF. Our findings suggest that, in HF, the
recruitment of SCs into the bloodstream is a complex phenomenon.
MSCs seem to be preferentially increased in HF. This is surprising as
they are less than 0.001% of total number of bone marrow mononu-
clear cells [20]. At present there is no accepted definition for MSCs,
apart that they are non haematopoietic stem cells [21]. Therefore,
MSCs are negative for markers of the haematopoietic lineage (CD34
and CD45), whereas positive for CD90 and CD105, which are impor-
tant determinants for mesenchymal phenotype [22]. We found that
both these subsets of cells are recruited in NYHA class IV patients.
Only the CD90�CXCR4� MSCs show an early (NYHA class II) and
progressive increase which correlates with clinical (NYHA) and bio-
logical (NTproBNP) deterioration of HF, as well as with SDF-1�. This
finding is relevant as the axis CXCR4-SDF-1� is considered to be
crucial for homing of primitive cells to stem cells niches or to injured
tissues [23]; moreover, evidence is accumulating on the importance
of this axis in promoting myocardial repair after acute injury [24–26].

Fig. 2 Circulating mesenchymal stem cells in HF patients. Peripheral blood level of
CD45�CD34�CD90� cells (A) are significantly increased in HF patients, and in particular in NYHA
class IV patients compared with healthy donors (Ctrl). CD45�CD34�CD105� cells (B) are signifi-
cantly higher in NYHA class IV patients compared with controls. The CXCR4� subpopulation of
CD45�CD34� cells is also highly recruited (C) and, in particular, the subset
CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4� shows a significative increment in worsening of pathology (D). No
differences between controls and patients are present regarding CD45�CD34�CD105�CXCR4�

subset (E). Also the level of PDGFR-positive MSCs and the CXCR4-positive component are higher
in patients than in controls (F and G, respectively). Significative differences are reported as P value.
Data are expressed as mean � S.D.
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Another axis we have investigated is the PDGF-BB/PDGFR one. Its
role in MSC recruitment is well established [27], whereas its
involvement in cardiac pathology is emerging [28]. In failing
patients, the significant increase in the plasmatic level of PDGF-BB

is paralleled by the raise in both MSCs and TCSCs. In this latter
class we have also demonstrated a correlation between the level of
PDGF-BB and the TCSC subset expressing PDGFR. Therefore, both
SDF-1� and PDGF-BB seem to play a relevant role in the recruitment

Fig. 3 Circulating haematopoietic stem cells in HF patients. Level of CD90� and CD105� HSC (A and B, respectively) are analysed in peripheral blood of con-
trols and patient. No significative difference are observed between healthy donors and patients considered for New York Association class. In the CXCR4�

subtype, only the subset CD45�CD34� CD90�CXCR4� differs significatively between controls and patients in NYHA class III (C). No differences are reported
in CD45�CD34�CD105�CXCR4� cells (D). Regarding PDGFR-positive cells, statistically significative increase is observed in CD45�CD34� class (E), but not
in CXCR4� component (F). Significative difference between controls and patients are reported as P value. Data are expressed as mean � S.D.

Fig. 4 Circulating endothelial precursors/cells in HF patients. Differences in EPCs/ECs level between all patients and control is significative. Number of
cells, compared with controls, is higher in I–III NYHA classes and decreases in IV NYHA class, even if differences are not significative in any tested point.
(A) Endothelial precursors cells; (B) differentiating endothelial cells; (C) mature endothelial cells. Data are expressed as mean � S.D.
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of specific SC subsets expressing on their surface the respective
receptors.

MSC plasmatic levels do not correlate with gender, aging and
all the other confounding factors tested, confirming previous
observations that the frequency of MSCs is not dictated by
chronological age of the individual [22].

Whether the increased recruitment of MSCs constitutes a natu-
ral reparative response to chronic HF is difficult to say. MSCs are
considered important for reconstructive and gene-targeting ther-
apy [21]. Reports in animals have shown that BMSCs home to the
heart and promote regeneration of the infracted myocardium in dif-
ferent species, possibly involving a paracrine effect [29]. However,

Fig. 5 Circulating tissue committed stem cells in HF patients. Specific subset (CD45� and CD45� and CD45�PDGFR�) of CD34�CXCR4� SCs are
analysed. Significative difference are found between all patients and controls in all populations. Differences in specific NYHA classes was found in CD45�

CD34�CXCR4� (B), but not in CD45�CD34�CXCR4� (A) and in PDGFR-positive (C) cells. Significative difference between controls and patients are
reported as P value. Data are expressed as mean � S.D.

Fig. 6 Cytokines plasmatic level in HF patients. Histograms represent plasma concentration of PDGF-BB (A), HGF (B), bFGF (C), VEGF (D), TNF-� (E) and
SDF-1� (F) in healthy individuals and HF patients. Significative difference between controls and patients are reported as P value. Data are expressed as
mean � S.D.
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intracoronary delivery of MSCs to dogs after infarction led mainly
to the differentiation into fibroblast in the scarred region [30].
Therefore, the progressive increase with severity of the HF we
found could reflect either a possible natural repairing response or
a contribution to HF deterioration by inducing further fibrosis.

HSCs are multipotent and possess the properties of self-
renewal and multilineage differentiation. The antigens CD34 and
CD45 are commonly used to sort human HSCs co-expressing
either CD90 or CD105. HSCs are significantly increased in HF
patients with respect to controls, although a clear trend towards
an increase with NYHA progression could not be demonstrated.

CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4� cells display an emblematic
behaviour because they peak in class III patients returning to con-
trol level in class IV.

A similar behaviour was found for both EPCs and circulating
endothelial cells (CECs), defined, in this study, as CD45�CD133�

VE-cadherin (CD144)�/� and CD45�CD133�CD144�, respectively
[31]. EPCs were also investigated in the past as CD34�, CD133�

co-expressing VEGF receptor-2 and as e-CFUs (endothelial colony-
forming units) [14]. We deliberately did not use this characterization
as these data are already available in similar set of patients with HF
[10]. Interestingly, although EPCs and CECs were significantly
elevated in HF patients with respect to controls, in class IV patients
EPCs their circulating levels are very low. To explain this contradic-
tory behaviour it was suggested that increase of EPCs during early
phases of HF is triggered by the HF-induced severe endothelial dam-
age and apoptosis [10], whereas in the more advanced phase of the
disease (NYHA IV) it is suppressed by TNF-� [32]. Indeed, we pre-
viously found an inverse correlation between TNF-� and CD133�

[10]. Interestingly, it should be noted that in this study, TNF-� pos-
itively correlates with NYHA and with MSC CD90�, CD105� and
CD90�CXCR4� and CD105�CXCR4� level. The more severe the
disease, the more TNF-� release, the more rise of MSCs. Thus, as
for other aspect of its activity, it is possible that this cytokine exerts
different action of BMSC movement: suppression for EPCs and a
stimulus for MSC production and mobilization [33, 34]. A still unre-
solved issue is whether for clinical application is better to use undif-
ferentiated or tissue committed stem cells (TCSCs). The latter could
already express nuclear and/or cytoplasmatic-specific mRNA of the
myocytes, endothelial and smooth muscle cell lineages. It has been
postulated that these partially differentiated cells could exert a
faster and greater regenerative response and acquire the adult phe-
notype more rapidly. They have been used experimentally immedi-
ately after MI and, recently, in a randomized multicentre clinical trial
[6]. Although the REGENT trial failed to reach the primary end
point, there was a benefit in a subset of patients with severely
depressed LVEF. We found a different behaviour according to the
subset of TCSCs studied. Only the CD45�CD34�CXCR4� show a
significant constant increase with the progression of the disease
and a positive correlation with NTproBNP, bFGF, SDF-1� and
PDGF-BB. It is tempting to speculate that the increase of cells com-
mitted for myocytes and endothelium is a natural reparative
response to HF, controlled by the bone marrow via circulating
cytokines. Obviously such response is insufficient as if circulating
BMCs had the ability to spontaneously repair the damaged cells, HF
will not progress. Interestingly, the CD45�CD34�CXCR4�, which
are committed for lympho and monocytes, were not significantly
increased in HF patients. It is however possible that the high level
of TNF-� is responsible for the biphasic behaviour of this subpop-
ulation of TCSCs.

There are several limitations that should be considered: the
limited number of patient studied, particularly in class IV. The
casual contribution of BMSCs recruitment to HF remains to be
determined as well the significance of their increase.

In conclusion, both MSCs and TCSCs are the subsets of stem
cells that constantly increase with severity of HF.
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Cytokines Related cells r P

PDGF-BB

CD45�CD34�CD90� 0.34 0.0001

CD45�CD34�CD105� 0.3 0.0012

CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4� 0.51 �0.0001

CD45�CD34�CXCR4� 0.46 �0.0001

CD45�CD34�CXCR4�PDGFR� 0.52 0.001

TNF-�

CD45�CD34�CD90� 0.52 �0.0001

CD45�CD34�CD105� 0.26 0.004

CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4� 0.22 0.018

CD45�CD34�CD105�CXCR4� 0.46 �0.0001

CD45�CD34�CXCR4�PDGFR� 0.59 0.0002

bFGF

CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4� 0.33 0.0003

CD45�CD34�CXCR4� 0.40 �0.0001

CD45�CD34�PDGFR� 0.51 0.001

HGF

CD45�CD133�CD144� 0.34 0.0003

CD45�CD133�CD144� 0.29 0.003

CD45�CD34�PDGFR� 0.47 0.002

VEGF

CD45�CD133�CD144� 0.3 0.001

CD45�CD133�CD144� 0.28 0.004

CD45�CD34�PDGFR� 0.47 0.002

SDF-1�

CD45�CD34�CD90�CXCR4� 0.39 0.001

CD45�CD34�CXCR4� 0.34 0.005

CD45�CD34�CD90� 0.36 0.003

CD45�CD133�CD144� 0.37 0.007

CD45�CD133�CD144� 0.52 �0.0001

CD45�CD133�CD144� 0.40 0.003

Table 3 Correlation between cytokines and stem cell subsets
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